UNIFORM POLICY

Wearing the school uniform contributes to the development of school pride. The wearing of a uniform is school policy, arrived at through community consultation and supported by the staff, P&C and students. It is economical and discourages peer competition to wear the latest fashion. Students in uniform are more readily identified with the school.

Parents and carers are asked to support the uniform policy. Those who need financial assistance can apply to the principal for uniform items from the school’s clothing pool. Uniforms are only available from the School uniform shop at Eden Marine High School.

FOOTWEAR
The wearing of footwear that fully encloses the foot and protects it from falling objects and chemicals are a WHS REQUIREMENT. This issue is not negotiable and all students must meet this requirement.

GIRLS DAILY UNIFORM
- White shirt with side panels for everyday wear
- Tartan skirt OR
- Navy school pants OR
- Navy shorts with white stripes can be worn every day, and in PE lessons *
- Woollen navy jumper or/and
- Tracksuit jacket.

BOYS DAILY UNIFORM
- Navy cargo long pants or navy cargo shorts OR
- Navy shorts with white strip can be worn every day, and in PE lessons*
- Woollen navy jumper or/and
- Tracksuit jacket.

PE/SPORT – BOYS AND GIRLS
- Navy shorts with white stripe – can be worn all day.
- Light blue and navy shirt – during PE lesson only, unless it is a nominated sport day – Tuesdays for Years 7 and 8, Thursday for Years 9 and 10.
- Tracksuit pants can be worn as part of the everyday uniform during WINTER (Terms 2 and 3).